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Abstract— Due to the rise in technology, it has become easier to hack confidential data. At the same time if that
sensitive data or information is presented in an encrypted form, would increase the needed confidentiality. Without
encryption there is no such thing like privacy. Considering the computing power of nowadays computers, enciphering
will require a very less time. The algorithm presented in this paper would efficiently encrypt the data..
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I. INTRODUCTION
An enciphering algorithm is a computational procedure used to encrypt data. Security algorithms are effective tools to
secure information from unauthenticated access. These are the set of instructions to prevent fraudulent intrusion. Here in
the proposed algorithm, user given input is transformed into a complicated combination of digits. A design combining 7
modules in a flow is explained below.
II. MODULES
A. Module-1
Take the input and count the length of the input string.
1) At every odd position of the string, replace the character with a new character whose ASCII value is equal to the
ASCII value of the original character + length of the string. (If the ASCII value exceeds 127, acquire the modulo of the
exceeding value, this will give an ASCII value for the corresponding character.)(Refer to the ASCII table below.)
2) Divide the length of the string by 3 and shift the string to the right by value of quotient irrespective of the remainder.

Fig. 1 Module-1
B. Module-2
3) Count the number of repeating characters and save the value in “REPEATVAL”. With repeating characters, replace
the first occurrence of that character with the position of the second occurrence.
4) Attach a character to beginning obtained by character whose ASCII value = 33 + REPEATVAL. (If exceeds 127,
do the same as in step 1.)
5) Append the string with the character value whose ASCII value = 33 + 2*REPEATVAL. (If exceeds 127, do the
same as in step 1.)

Fig. 2 Module-2
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C. Module-3
6) Shift the symbols (except alphabets and numbers) right by a value = quotient of (number of symbols divided by 2).
7) After every symbol attach in number the position of that symbol.
8) Change al alphabets from lower case to upper case and vice versa.

Fig. 3 Module 3
D. Module-4
9) Collect the symbols (characters) at all the odd positions in set A and all at the even ones in set B.
10) Further collect the characters at all the odd positions from set A in set P and at the even ones from set A into set Q.
Do the same process in set B to collect odd position characters in set R and even ones in set S.
11) Append set R to set P and set Q to set S, to get new sets set W and set X.

Fig. 4 Module 4
E. Module-5
12) Reverse set W and append it to set X.
13) If there are two consecutive digits replace them with the corresponding symbol in the ASCII table below.
14) Convert each alphabet to its ASCII value.

Fig. 5 Module 5
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F. Module-6
15) Swap characters at position 1 with 2, 3 with 4 and so on. Leave the last one as it as if not found in a pair.
16) Shift the symbols (except numbers) right by the value equal to the first non-zero number present in the string.
17) replace all symbols (except numbers) with the last digit of there ASCII equivalent.

Fig. 6 Module 6
III. ASCII TABLE
The ASCII conversion table given here would be referred in certain modules as needed.

Fig. 7 ASCII conversion table
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed algorithm possesses the potential of encrypting the data in numeric form, thus increasing the
confidentiality of the information. Also the computational time required for the processing will be efficient.
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